Synthetic biology will be a critical driver of the global economy
In 1977, for the first time, a viral genome was sequenced in its
entirety. After some years of research and development, DNA
reading technologies advanced to allow for the sequencing of an
entire human genome. Since then, the science of DNA sequencing
has resulted in $800B in economic returns and has given us
transformative tools to treat and prevent devastating diseases, grow
more nutritious food and clean up our environment.
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In the early 2000s, after scientists demonstrated the ability to READ
DNA, a parallel R&D course was initiated to WRITE DNA. We call
this effort Synthetic Biology. Today, scientists are in the process of
creating the first synthetic yeast genome (equivalent to where we
were in 1996 for sequencing). The economic and human impact of
DNA writing is expected to follow a similar trajectory to DNA reading,
allowing us to ubiquitously produce DNA-driven biological programs
to target humanity’s most pressing challenges by 2040-2050.
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Healthcare personalized to patients’
genome sequences
Environmentally friendly pesticides
that target pests’ DNA sequences
Specialized microbes extracting
minerals using less energy and water
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$3B market with ~ $1B in
venture capital investment
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The capability to synthesize
increasingly complex custom
DNA programs using previously
sequenced genomes.
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